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I. Introduction
The wet season 2018 (January – April) was dry in south part of Madagascar. Only
the north part of island got some rainfall from cyclone. There were not many changes
from the previous dry season visit 2016 the results of distribution and number total of
individuals found in southern distribution of species.
Madagascar jacana is an endemic Madagascan shorebird which was up listed to
“near threatened” in 2012 due to population declines and severe threats including
habitat loss and hunting pressure. Current population size and distribution may
change over year; little is known about the migratory movements (making minor local
movements in response to water conditions) and its breeding habits (it may breed
throughout the year). Recent surveys 2016 confirmed this fluctuation in population
size and its presence/absence in site. As BirdLife International recommended,
conducting regular population monitoring at selected sites is needed.
In addition to our recent survey at dry season (May-October 2016), we conducted
survey in wet season (January to April) at some key sites of species in order to
complete all round year of surveys.

Figure 1: Difficulty of access to study sites

Figure 2: Wetland flooded or mostly covered by vegetation with
risk on crocodile strikes and diseases, Madagascar Jacana were
dispersed and difficult to find

As problem that this project has addressed:
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The lack of survey data on wet season hampered to choose a best way to estimate
the population size. There is fluctuation in number of individuals and distribution of
species and the insufficient of previous data to justify the presence of this minor
movement relative to the season. This project proceeded survey of some key sites on
wet season (January to April). Fieldwork data collecting for this Jacana monitoring
proposal project 2017 will be carried out mainly in wet season (between November
2017 and June 2018) in order to complete our previous data that were collected
mainly in dry season 2016 (between August and November).
Objectives of this project:
Global objective of this project is to provide a basic first detailed data for
understanding distribution and population size of Madagascar Jacana. This data will
help site conservation manager on the development of an effective conservation
effort at priority sites of this species.
Specific objectives include:
- to provide accurate data in changes of population estimates and distribution in wet /
raining season for completing our current data obtained mainly in dry season 2016
and
- To gather confirmation on breeding ecology, local movement and site fidelity from
resighting of banded birds 2016
Study sites location
Study sites included the 3 lakes between Morondava and Malaimbandy, Lake Ihotry,
Lakes around Masoarivo (Belinta and Betsitera), Lake Bemamba, Lake Mandrozo,
Lake Amboromalandy and Lakes around Port Berger.
- At Lake Sahaka, only site of Jacana reconfirmed in North East of its distribution, in
which three individuals were found but were not banded
The key monitoring sites locations from South West to North East are:
1. Lake Ihotry (S21°56'03.4116" E043°41'42.2880")
2. Avenue of Baobabs (S20°15'45.56" E044°24'26.03")
3. Lakes around Ankilizato (S20°20'09.05" E045°37'15.53")
4. Lakes around Malaimbandy (S20°24'26.45" E044°47'36.46")
5. Lakes around Masoarivo: Besitera (S19°02'35.52" E044°21'04.44") and
Belinta (S19°03'11,94" E044°26'03.06")
6. Lake Bemamba (S18°53'04.26", E044°22'15.90")
7. Lake Mandrozo (S17°32'47.3928", E044°05'59.7336"
8. Lake Amboromalandy (S16°7'41.69", E046°46'4.52")
9. Lakes around Port-Berger (S15°42'14.99", E047°42'20.62")
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10. Lake Sahaka (S13°08'16.7784", E049°53'45.5424")

Figure 3: Monitoring sites 2016 and 2018

II. Materials and Methods
II.1. Field data collecting
It focused on the following four points:
II.1.1. Surveying for studying distribution and estimating population size of Jacana at
above key sites

Line transect for waterbird (Sutherland 2000): each site’s visit, observation and
counting of number Jacana were carried out with binocular and telescope using
pirogue or walking on edge of lake (Zicoma 1997). Date and time of visit were noted
with GPS locating the presence and number of individuals. There are GPS
coordinates of presence and number of individuals for each visit.
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On arrival, each lake was visually surveyed once, starting at approximately 07.00 and
lasting between one and three hours. We used two canoes to complete surveys with
one person counting in each canoe using 10x8 binoculars.
We minimized double counting by verbal communication between the two observers.
Where possible, the entire perimeter of the lake was surveyed, however, in larger
lakes e.g. Lake Bemamba, only locations with suitable habitat was visited. We
calculated the total area surveyed at each lake by multiplying the length by the width
using a GPS (Garmin GPS MAP62 ST). In larger lakes we calculated the size of each
section of suitable habitat and summed them together to give one survey area
estimate per lake.
This visit in wet season (January – April 2018) is considered as a complement of our
previous pilot visit in wet season (January-February 2016) and in dry season (JuneNovember 2016) and considered as monitoring of key sites.
II.1.2. Recording previous banded Jacana at key sites

We recorded GPS location and combos of any banded bird (Jacana) found during
the surveys by following methodology in Szekely et al (2008). But we did not resight
any previous banded during this wet season survey because the access
II.1.3. Ringing and body size measurement of non – banded Jacana at key sites

We captured bird by mist net installed on lake. For each individual on hand, we’ll
measure its body size and ring it with individual combos of colour ring and metal ring
(Safring) before realizing.
Morphometric measurements were recorded for each bird caught following de Beer
et al. (2001). We measured wing and tarsus length with a wing ruler, whereas, shield
width and length, head length and beak length were measured with sliding calipers.
Body mass was measured with a 500 g Pesola spring scale or a digital pocket scale
(0.01g accuracy) when this was not available.
II.1.4. Collecting breeding ecology data at key sites

We searched nests following method in Szekely et al (2008) but we didn’t find any
because of flooding and difficulty of access to large part of lake.

II.2. Field data analysing
II.2.1. Analyzing distribution and estimating population size of Madagascar Jacana at
key sites

Comparative study of results of survey in wet and dry season is made.
Distribution
7

We used GPS coordinates for analyzing changes presence / absence of species in
key sites and seasonal changes of distribution during our surveys 2016-2018.
Density
Numbers of individuals and surveyed areas are used for estimating density and
population size and their seasonal variation. Population density for each lake was
calculated by dividing the area surveyed by the total number of birds that were
visually observed during the survey.
Estimating population size
Only the surveys 2016 (January-February 2016 and June – October 2016) provided
suitable data with higher number of individuals found for estimating population size
than those in 2018 (January-March 2018) because of scarce data obtained in wet
season 2018 from big rainfall in north part of Madagascar leading to the difficulty of
access to the site and wide dispersion of Madagascar Jacana, which can be absent
or with reduced number at some sites previously surveyed with great number of
individuals in dry season.
Blow is the method we estimated the density and population size of Madagascar
Jacana based upon the data 2016.
Combining these densities per site, we can estimate the population size of
Madagascar Jacana by multiplying the total densities with the approximate total area
of range of species.
Population size was estimated by calculating the total surface area of wetlands in the
range of the jacana using data from Bamford et al. (2017). We included wetlands up
to 113 km outside of the current range based on our survey findings. Jacanas only
occupy areas of wetlands with floating vegetation (Safford 2013), commonly found on
the periphery of the lake.
Therefore, to account for this we first calculated the total area of suitable habitat as a
10 m border inside each wetland or lake. Second, as Madagascar Jacana does not
occur on all wetlands within their range, we reduced this total area. The most recent
unbiased survey of wetlands in the jacana’s range (Young et al. 2014) found them on
5 out of 34 lakes surveyed (15 %). To provide a total population size estimation, we
randomly selected 15 % of lakes within the range and extrapolated the overall
population density of lakes occupied (1.48, see Results), across the randomly
selected area.
Random selection of sites was necessary because predicting suitable wetland
vegetation from satellite images is too unreliable (A. Bamford pers. comm.). This
random selection procedure was then repeated 1000 times to give a range of
8

population estimates. We provide mean and standard error values unless otherwise
stated
II.2.2. Estimating distances from the record of previous banded Madagascar Jacana

The GPS coordinates recorded are used to estimate distance between individual’s
records (movement) using GPS Utility program. Analysis of site fidelity of each
banded Jacana found is based on difference of zone or area between the first
banding site 2016 and its relocation zones 2017-2018.
II.2.3. Ringing and body size measurement of non – banded Jacana at key sites

The ringing data are used to study in future the movement and survival of species.
Body size measurement data are used for analyzing the sexual size dimorphism of
species.
We compared adult Madagascar jacana sex differences in tarsus and wing lengths in
13 females and 22 males. To prevent inconsistencies in mass sexual size
dimorphism (SSD) calculations due to using two different weighing methods, we
restricted the mass SSD measurement to birds weighed with the Pesola scale: this
included eight males and four females.
II.2.4. Collecting breeding ecology data

This included researching, registering and monitoring of nests and broods

III. Results
III.1. Distribution and number of individuals of Madagascar Jacana found
in wet and dry season using the results of survey 2016-2018

Table 1: Presence / absence and number of individuals of
Madagascar Jacana found during the survey 2016 and 2018
Cities or
common
sites names

Local sites names

GPS
coordinates of
sites

Sahaka

Lake Anosy

S13.140222
E49.897047
S13.129038
E49.955647

Lake Ambinagny

9

Wet
season
(January –
February
2016)
?

Dry season
(June –
October
2016)
2

Wet
season
(January –
March
2018)
A

?

1

A

Lake Maivadoany
Lake
Andohanampagnasy
Lake Andohazavy
Ambanja
Ambolobozo
-be

Lake around
Ambanja
Lake Anjanjany
Lake Ambia
Lake Matsaboribe
Lake Papan'i Jao

Ampisikina

Antsohihy Port-Berger

Port-Berger

Port-Berger
Mampikony

Mampikony
–
Amboromalandy

Lake Mitohitohy

S13.148278
E49.903551
S13.119007
E49.904585
S13.116803
E49.905102
S13.666668
E48.450002
S12.545598
E49.535023
S12.544622
E49.508903
S12.542440
E49.480923
S12.527958
E49.529647
S12.816562
E49.739556
S12.803264
E49.726660
S15.333334
E47.883337

Lake
Andranovorilava
Lakes beside the
National road
between Port-Berger
and Antsohihy
Lake Matsaborilava
S15.759850
E47.564033
Lake Bekapila
S15.610350
E047.140286
Lake
S15.749181
Matsaborifanjava
E047.580157
Lake
S15.665972
Tsinjomitondraka
E47.123547
South
Lake
S15.659698
Tsinjomitondraka
E47.121971
North
Lake Andranolava
S15.638420
E47.114525
Port-Berger
S15.566666
Lakes beside the
E47.616669
National road
between Port-Berger
and Mampikony
Lakes beside the
S16.833334
National road from
E47.649999
Mampikony to
Amboromalandy
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?

A

D

?

A

D

?

A

D

A

A

A

?

A

D

?

A

A

?

A

D

?

A

A

?

A

D

?

A

D

A

A

A

3

A

A

?

?

A

?

?

2

?

13

D

?

A

D

?

A

18

A

A

D

A

A

A

Amboromalandy

Lake
Madiromilomboka
Lake Ampisaraha
Lake Marogoaky

Kinkony

Lake
Amboromalandy
Lake Kinkony

Mandrozo

Lake Bejio Est
Lake Bejio Ouest
Lake Ampiliravao
Lake Mokotobe
Lake Nosin'omby
Lake Betakilotra

Bemamba

Lake Bemamba

Masoarivo

Lake Belinta
Lake Besitera
Lake Andranolava
Lake Antsamaky
Lake Ankerika

Soatanimbary

ManambyMahabo

Lake
Ranovorindagory
Lake Andriamondra
Lake Ambariratibe
Lake Berano

Malaimbandy

Lake Belalitra
Lake Ambaibolava

S16.145052
E46.768407
S16.142938
E46.758412
S16.138428
E46.772835
S16.130482
E46.762312
S16.146720
E45.914868
S17.569772
E44.116697
S17.568513
E44.112218
S17.552817
E44.052042
S17.550450
E44.058112
S17.545898
E44.070213
S17.540305
E44.040198
S18.844900
E44.364597
S19.051818
E44.434197
S19.043203
E44.351235
S19.095579
E44.411880
S19.041602
E44.355717
S19.017829
E44.446180
S20.134522
E45.539518
S20.145358
E45.550703
S20.416272
E44.790410
S20.407348
E44.793460
S20.335848
E45.620982
S20.341743
E45.632530
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A

4

A

A

2

P

A

8

P

A

A

A

?

?

P

P

7

D

P

3

D

P

1

D

P

5

D

P

8

D

P

10

D

12

P

P

10

P

P

4

P

P

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

?

3

1

?

A

A

?

4

1

?

A

A

?

8

1

?

A

A

Ankilizato

Lake Ankilizato
north
Lake Ambondro
Lake Croisement
Beiky
Lake Angodogodo
Lake Mavogisa

Morondava

Kirindy Mite

Lake Allée de
Baobab
Ponds around Allee
du Baobab
Lake Sirave
Lake Ambondro

Ihotry

Lake
Andramagnokely
Lake Andasakoa
Lake
Andramagnobe

S22.107751
E43.252791
S20.417336
E45.024404
S20.409327
E45.038147
S20.408875
E45.042911
S20.407749
E45.023482
S20.262655
E44.407232
S20.223999
E44.429415
S20.902974
E43.896363
S20.886274
E43.898532
S21.892158
E43.585595
S22.017190
E43.639254
S21.894669
E43.590835

P = Presence of Madagascar Jacana
? = No visit of sites

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

2

1

A

A

A

?

A

D

?

A

D

?

23

P

?

A

D

?

A

A

A = Absence of Madagascar Jacana
D = Difficult access to the sites in wet season

The numbers (1 to 23) represent the total number of individuals found per site.
- Some new lakes were appeared in wet season when others were disappeared in
dry season.
- Madagascar Jacana did not stay at the same sites all year around, they move at
different sites between dry and wet season. Individuals could be absent and present
at any sites, the number of individuals and the distribution of species per site may
vary according to the survey date and season.
- Presence of Madagascar Jacana means the species is there according to local
people or local responsible sites managers.

III.2. Estimating density and population size of Madagascar Jacana
We used only the surveys data January-February 2016 (wet season) and June to
October 2016 (dry season) for estimating the densities and population size because
they provide good and high number of individuals suitable in suitable habitat for such
estimation.
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Wet season 2016 were a bit drier than wet season 2018, except in the north of
Madagascar that received more rainfall from cyclone in wet season (JanuaryFebruary 2018)
The survey in wet season 2018 didn’t provide good data because of flooding in north
leading to the difficulty on the access to the sites and to the dispersal of individuals,
and less rainfall in south providing similar results as we got in dry season.
Estimating densities

Table 2: Density per site of Madagascar Jacana
Sites

Town / city

Lake Anosy
Lake Ambinagny
Lake
Matsaborilava
Lake
Tsinjomitondraka
South
Lake
Madiromilomboka
Lake Ampisaraha
Lake Marogoaky
Lake Bejio Est
Lake Bejio Ouest
Lake Ampiliravao
Lake Mokotobe
Lake Nosin'omby
Lake Betakilotra
Lake Bemamba
Lake Belinta
Lake Besitera
Lake
Ranovorindagory
Lake Ambariratibe

Sahaka
Sahaka
TsarahasinaPort-Berger
Port-Berger

Lake Berano
Lake Belalitra

Total number
of individuals
2
1
3

Area
surveyed
(ha)
0,39
0,17
1,00

Density
(individuals
/ ha)
5,13
5,88
3,00

13

10,37

1,25

Amboromalandy

4

8,77

0,46

Amboromalandy
Amboromalandy
Mandrozo
Mandrozo
Mandrozo
Mandrozo
Mandrozo
Mandrozo
Bemamba
Masoarivo
Masoarivo
Soatanimbary

2
8
7
3
1
5
8
10
12
10
4
3

1,44
6,79
2,27
1,03
2,87
1,63
1,00
34,32
8,00
2,00
0,60
1,75

1,39
1,18
3,09
2,92
0,35
3,06
8,00
0,29
1,50
5,00
6,67
1,71

Manamby
(Mahabo)
Manamby
(Mahabo)
Malaimbandy

4

0,72

5,56

2

0,99

2,02

8

1,00

8,00

13

Lake Allée de
Baobab
Lake
Andramagnokely

Morondava

2

0,50

4,00

Ihotry

23

3,62

6,35

We surveyed 58 lakes in 2016 for Madagascar Jacana, across their entire known
range, in addition to adjacent areas of suitable habitat.
A total of 135 Madagascar Jacana was found in 22 lakes, representing 91 ha and 38
% of lakes surveyed. Four of the 22 lakes with Madagascar Jacana were outside of
the known range (BirdLife International 2018), with one lake situated at 113 km east
of the range extent.
In the lakes with jacana, the number of individuals ranged between 1 and 23, with an
average of 6.1 ± 1.3 individuals, and increased with the size of the area surveyed:
weak Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.546,
With Y (number of individuals) = 4.77 + 5.28X (log 10 of surveyed areas).

Number of Madagascar Jacana individuals

Figure 4: Positive correlation of area surveyed and number of
individuals found
30

20

10

0
-1

0
1
Log 10 of surveyed areas (ha)

2

The density of Madagascar Jacana in occupied lakes was on average 3.5 ± 0.74 per
hectare (ha) of area surveyed and the density combining all occupied lakes together
was 1.48 per ha (Table 2).
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Estimating population size
The total surface area of wetlands in the Madagascar Jacana range, including those
113 km to the east, is 1154 km2, with the periphery of this wetland summing to 43
km2. Following Young et al.’s (2014) survey, in which jacana were found at only 15%
of sites and using a density of 3.5 birds per ha, we predict a population estimate that
ranges from 975 to 2064 individuals, with a median estimate of 1423 individuals.

III.3. Recording previous banded Jacana at key sites
We didn’t find any previous banded individual during wet season survey, individuals
could be dispersed anywhere because there are a lot flooded areas.

III.4. Ringing and body size measurement of non – banded Jacana at key
sites
We captured 55 individuals of Madagascar Jacana, which included 35 adults (22
male, 13 female) and 20 immature (11 males and 9 females).
Sexual size dimorphism (SSD)
Females are significantly larger than males in tarsus length, wing length and body
mass (Table 3), with means difference of 5.7m in tarsus length, 24.7mm in wing
length and 99.6g in body mass.
That confirmed the previous sexual size dimorphism findings based on a small
sample size (Jenni 1996, Safford 2013).

Table 3: SSD in Madagascar Jacana adults captured

Minimal
Maximal
Mean
Standard of
deviation
Samples size

Tarsus (mm)
Male
Female
62.7
64.3
71
80.1
66.8
72.5
2.64
5.54
22

13

Wing (mm)
Male
Female
139
180
167
190
161
185.7
6.86
3.63
22

13

Mass (g)
Male
Female
145
240
185
285
166.6
266.2
14.7
18.78
8

4

III.5. Collecting breeding ecology data at key sites
Because the main focus of this project was the survey, we didn’t put too much effort
on the collect of information on breeding ecology data.
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There are not new nests or broods encountered during the visit in dry season (June
to October 2016) and wet season (January – February 2018).
Only the visit in January-February 2016, we found one nest with 3 eggs at the Lake
Belinta of Masoarivo, with length 33.4 ± 0.3 and width 25.2 ± 0.2. The third egg laying
of that nest was 18th January 2016.
Eggs were laid on floating vegetation (water hyacinth) in shallow water (1 m), about
2-3 m from the edge of the lake.

Figure 5: Nest of Madagascar Jacana with 3 eggs at Belinta
(Masoarivo)

IV. Budget
Table 4: Budget
Category
Transport return
tickets
Morondava_Allee de
Baobab
Food_Allee de
Baobab
Peredium_Allee de
Baobab
Transport return
tickets_Morondava_
Ankilizato –
Malaimbandy
Accommodation_
Ankilizato –
Malaimbandy

Description
Morondava town to
Allee du Baobab return
Taxi x 2 times

Cost £
30.86

Rate
Amount (MGA)
4,056.56 125,185.44

6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Morondava to Ankilizato
–Malaimbandy return
Taxi Brousse x 2 times

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

2 nights at Ankilizato + 2
nights at Malaimbandy
for 2 persons (Sama
and student) x 2 times

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44
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Food_ Ankilizato –
Malaimbandy

Peredium_Ankilizato –
Malaimbandy

Transports return
tickets_Morondava_La
ke Ihotry
Accommodation
1_Lake Ihotry
Accommodation
2_Lake Ihotry
Food_Lake Ihotry

Peredium_Lake Ihotry

Transport from
Morondava to
Masoarivo
Accommodation_Mas
oarivo
Peredium_Masoarivo

Food_Masoarivo

Transport
return_MasoarivoBemamba

6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 sites
(Ankilizato and
Malaimbandy) x 2 times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 sites
(Ankilizato and
Malaimbandy) x 2 times
Morondava to Lake
Ihotry (Sama and
student) transports x 2
trips x 2 times
Hotel in the way to Lake
Ihotry (Sama and
student) x 2 times
Camping in village close
to lake Ihotry (3 nights)
x 2 times
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Morondava to
Masoarivo x 2 times

41.14

4,056.56

166,886.88

82.28

4,056.56

333,773.76

205.71

4,056.56

834,474.96

20.57

4,056.56

83,443.44

25.71

4,056.56

104,294.16

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

77.14

4,056.56

312,923.04

2 nights for 2 persons
(Sama and student) in
Masoarivo x 2 sites x 2
times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student and 2 guides +
cook) at Masoariavo key
sites x 3 days x 2 sites x
2 times
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student and 2 guides +
cook) at Masoariavo key
sites x 3 days x 2 sites x
2 times
Masoarivo to Lake
Bemamba transports x
2 times

20.57

4,056.56

83,443.44

123.43

4,056.56

500,701.20

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

41.14

4,056.56

166,886.88
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Peredium_Bemamba

Food_Bemamba

Transport from
Masoarivo to Lake
Mandrozo
Accommodation_Man
drozo
food_Mandrozo

Perdium_Mandrozo

Transport from
Mandrozo to
Amboromalandy
Accommodation in
way to
Amboromalandy and
at Amboromalandy
food_ Amboromalandy

Perdium_
Amboromalandy
Transport from
Amboromalandy to
Port-Berger
Accommodation_Port
Berger
Food_Port Berger

10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Masoarivo to Lake
Mandrozo x 2 times
(from Morondava, Tana
and Maintirano
sometimes)
On the way to
Mandrozo and 3 nights
at the camp x 2 times
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Mandrozo – Maintirano
– Tana –
Amboromalandy for 2
people (Sama and
student) x 2 times
On the way and 3 nights
at the camp x 2 times

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

102.85

4,056.56

417,217.20

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

102.85

4,056.56

417,217.20

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Amboromalandy to PortBerger for 2 people
(Sama and student) x 2
times
3 nights for 2 persons
(Sama and student) x 2
times
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

41.14

4,056.56

166,886.88

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44
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Perdium_Port Berger

10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Transport from PortPort-Berger –Vohemar
Berger to Lake
– Lake Sahaka for 2
Sahaka
people (Sama and
student) x 2 times
Accommodation_Lake 3 nights for 2 persons
Sahaka
(Sama and student) x 2
times
Food_Lake Sahaka
6,000 ariary per day per
person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Perdium_Lake Sahaka 10,000 ariary per day
per person (Sama, 1
student, 2 guides + 1
cook) x 3 days x 2 times
Transport from Lake
Lake Sahaka –
Sahaka back to
Vohemar – Tana –
Morondava including
Morondava for 2 people
accommodation and
(Sama and student) x 2
food on the way
times
Misc
First aid kits +
Contingency
TOTAL

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

41.14

4,056.56

166,886.88

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

30.86

4,056.56

125,185.44

61.71

4,056.56

250,330.32

102.85

4,056.56

417,217.20

43.76

4,056.56

177517.07

1,998.00

4,056.56

8,105,004.45

V. Discussion
This study provides the first detailed account of the Madagascar Jacana, an
understudied endemic shorebird restricted to freshwater wetlands of Madagascar.

V.1. Survey data
The survey of Madagascar Jacana population in wet season provided limited data of
distribution and total number of individuals found than those obtained at dry season
for these several discussing reasons:
- Access to the study sites, principally at remote areas, become difficult, there is limit
of travel and surveyed area,
- Birds are very dispersed at wet season because there are a lot of water plan at low
area after rainfall,
- The migratory movement behaviour of Madagascar Jacana allow the observer to
see or not the species at sites where they were sighted there before even during the
survey at same season. The number of individuals of Madagascar Jacana could
fluctuate over time and their distribution could change any time because of this
migratory movement of species in research of potential site for foraging and
breeding.
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Data collected from any complete survey of their current distribution areas could be
representative of their current distribution and population size
The reasons which could explain the small number of jacana found could be:
- The dispersal behaviour of Madagascar Jacana in response to wetland availability
(Tarboton 1995, Safford 2013)
- The high variable of rainfall in Madagascar (Tadross 2008, Macron et al. 2016)
leading to change in optimal habitat needs of species
- The presence of interspecific competition in certain condition of available habitat
and between the species and their egg predators (Stephens 1984)
- The result of a population decline
Some sites were not visited during these surveys because of certain difficulty
(administratively and practically) on their access or the presence of previous data or
information about the presence / absence of Madagascar Jacana at such site.

V.2. Extent range of distribution
Our findings largely support the estimated range of the Madagascar Jacana,
however, we suggest the current ranges should be extended eastwards to include
additional suitable habitat. Shorebird range changes can be attributed to multiple
interacting factors including food availability (e.g. Verkuil et al. 2012) and climate
change. Alternatively, the African Jacana has extended its range in recent years by
28% by taking advantage of novel man-made wetlands (Okes et al. 2008). However,
as there is little known about this species, it is likely that the range predicted by
BirdLife International (2018) was simply too restrictive, rather than a range
expansion. Due to the patchy distribution of Madagascar’s wetlands and the on-going
transformation of the landscape (Benstead et al. 2003, Kull et al. 2012, Bamford et al.
2017), we hypothesise that the Madagascar Jacana range is not continuous and that
the area of occupancy is likely to be far smaller than the current range suggests.

V.3. Estimating population size
There are different ways to estimate population size. Most of them are difficult to
apply with the current available data of Madagascar Jacana because some methods
required a manipulating of advanced skills, software and data for arriving to estimate
the population size.
From the survey data 2016 (January-February and June-October), we estimated the
global population size between 975 and 2064 individuals.
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The way we estimated the area of lake for calculating the density of bird as close to
the estimation of rectangle surface (length versus width) remained also discussing
since the form of lake is never alike a rectangle. Using Geographical Information
System skill to estimate the area of lake could be appropriate way to estimate the
lake’s surface.
The choice of Madagascar Jacana data in Young et al. (2014) as the most recent
unbiased survey of wetlands in the jacana’s range to base the selection of random 15
% of our surveyed lakes within the range to extrapolate the overall population density
of lakes occupied), across the randomly selected area. Random selection of sites
was necessary because predicting suitable wetland vegetation from satellite images
is too unreliable. But this random selection procedure may influence the way of
estimation.

V.4. Resighting previous banded bird
Previous banded birds were not found during the wet season survey 2018 because:
- The difficulty of access at some sites at wet season
- The migratory movement of species in research of appropriate habitat for foraging
and breeding
- The low number of previous banded bird
We need to ring many birds in order to increase the chance to resight them in future

V.5. Breeding ecology data
As this current project was focused on survey, we didn’t put so much effort in
collecting the breeding ecology data. That will be the next step of project.

V.6. Conservation implication of this project
This project updated IUCN conservation status data of Madagascar Jacana
particularly concerning their distribution, density and population size.
Appropriate conservation strategy for conservation of Madagascar Jacana for the
manager of sites could be developed after this knowledge of change in distribution
and population size of species.

VI. Conclusion
From the recent survey data of Madagascar Jacana in 2016 and 2018, we concluded
that the distribution of this species is confirmed variable according to their habitat
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need for foraging and breeding. The migratory behaviour of species is confirmed for
the frequent presence / absence of species at the same site over season or
consecutive observation. Surveys conducted in 58 lakes showed Madagascar
Jacana in 22 lakes and within which there are 3.5±0.74 35 [SE] individuals per
hectare. We estimated the global population size between 975 and 2064 individuals.
Females were significantly larger than males.

VII. Recommendation
- To understand breeding and behaviour ecology of species to update the ecology
part of its IUCN conservation status and adopt appropriate conservation effort the
species
- To understand the causes of changes in distribution and density of species
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